
6 Key Success Metrics to Look for in a B2B
Commerce Channel
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         B2B business is undeniably a rapidly growing industry—

in fact, according to Forrester, B2B business is expected to

account for $1.8 trillion by 2023! If there was ever a time to

jump in, it’s now. However, in order to participate in this

rapidly accelerating growth, one must understand the ways

B2B business has changed. 

         Even before the Covid-19 crisis, B2B was shifting into a

more digital space. The pandemic has only accelerated this

trend. As of 2021 as much as 94% of B2B buyers engage

with online marketplaces.

B2B Buyer Engagement

Traditional (6%) Online (94%)

         At Mobiecom, we’ve realized that building relationships

solely through face-to-face meetings, trade shows, and

physical meetups is no longer a sustainable model.

Companies that continue to rely on traditional sales models

will have a hard time surviving in the new business

landscape. In order to participate in this rapidly growing

industry, B2B businesses need to establish a robust digital

channel as well.

         Unlike B2C businesses, B2B companies are driven by

long-term planning and are less subjective to consumer

trends and popular demands. Decisions are made with goals

and objectives already in mind and driven by clear Return on

Investment (ROI). When it comes to eCommerce, B2B

companies are not interested in short-sighted quick wins, but

a solution that is built on a solid foundation, and is easy to

maintain and augment as the business evolves.

             As the internet has affected our behavior in so many

ways, it has also changed the expectations of B2B buyers.

Let's review some of the common challenges that B2B

companies face when it comes to establishing digital

channels.

https://www.forrester.com/report/US+B2B+eCommerce+Will+Hit+18+Trillion+By+2023/RES136173?_ga=2.45929956.1558340091.1628693602-947809684.1628693602
https://www.bigcommerce.com/articles/b2b-ecommerce/b2b-ecommerce-trends/#acceleration-of-online-marketplaces
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Common

Challenges for

B2B Companies

1. Most B2B Websites Are Not Ready for Business

              If you’ve ever done research on a B2B company to

assess their products and operations, you’re likely already

familiar with this basic frustration. Despite the massive shift to

eCommerce, many businesses still don’t even have a digital

channel. Or if they do, it’s not much more than a thin set of

pages like an “About Us,” “News,” and “Events” tab.

Contacting sales reps, or getting a quote is near impossible

on these poorly designed websites, if they exist at all.

2. Poor User Experience

         There is a preconceived notion that floats around that

only B2C operations require the extravagance of an

expensive user interface, but that couldn’t be more wrong.

Studies show as many as 88% of visitors are less likely to

return to a website after just one bad experience—and you

can be sure that's not all B2C. Poor visual design, slow web

pages, spinning videos, poor imagery—any number of issues

can provoke one of these bad experiences.

3. Lagging Load Times

             Slow loading times can be the death of a B2B digital

channel. While UI storefronts that load within two seconds

have an average bounce rate of 9%, anything longer

skyrockets the bounce rate to an alarming 38%. Slow loading

times will also affect your search engine rankings—Google

actively penalizes sites whose web page content doesn’t load

within 2.5 seconds.

4. Think About the Mobile Devices!

           Since the vast majority of your target market is using

smartphones to do research online, mobile unfriendliness will

also cost you. A Safari Digital study found that 57% of users

would not recommend a business with a poorly designed

mobile website. If your site isn’t optimized for mobile devices,

you’re losing out on potential sales and risking your brand’s

reputation.

5. Search Functionality Is Crucial

              Not only should your website be easy to navigate

across desktop and mobile interfaces, but it should also

provide smart internal search functionality. Up to 30% of

visitors choose to use a site search box when offered. These

are generally informed visitors further along the sales funnel

who know exactly what they’re looking for. If they find your

site but can’t effectively search it, that’s an easy conversion

loss.

6. Ineffective SEO

         Ignoring SEO? You’re just sending your B2B customers

on a search for something better. Research shows 61% of

marketers believe that SEO on a UI storefront is the key to

online success. Why do so many B2B companies rely on

outdated websites to drive revenue? You can’t build a site just

to forget about it!

https://uxcam.com/blog/ux-statistics/
https://www.websitebuilderexpert.com/building-websites/website-load-time-statistics/
https://www.inputmag.com/tech/google-will-soon-downrank-sites-that-load-too-slowly
https://www.safaridigital.com.au/blog/seo-statistics-2019/
https://www.uxbooth.com/articles/best-practices-for-search/
https://www.safaridigital.com.au/blog/seo-statistics-2019/
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Missed
Opportunities
Hurt the
Bottom Line
         B2B business has moved online, and that’s a fact. With

more and more buyers and sellers adopting an eCommerce

model, businesses must either adapt or be left behind. The

clock is ticking to make the adjustments before the lost

growth opportunities stack up and sink lagging businesses

entirely.

              When making the transition online, a mobile-first,

responsive design is of paramount importance. As technology

continues to improve at a rapid pace, access to a limber and

flexible platform will become more and more vital.

              Luckily, the system integrators at Zobrist Consulting

Group have produced Mobiecom, a mobile-first, responsive

solution that decreases both cost and the time to market.

Whether you choose to go it alone or with Zobrist’s Mobiecom

solution, here are some key action points every B2B business

should know in order to future-proof their investment and

boost conversion rates.

B2B is Big Business

2021
$1,800,000,000,000

Why Mobile-Friendly

3,000,000,000
Smartphone users in 2021

B2B Buyers have Moved Online

94% use
marketplace

S T A R T

Poor UX and slow speed can ruin your

brand

B2B Buyers Preference

88% of users will
not return

92% of users
shop the
web

B2B Procurement on the Web

75% 

procurement online



1. A Turn-Key B2B eCommerce Chanel Ready for

Business

         Mobiecom is a pre-built eCommerce solution with

hundred of features to launch your B2B business within six

weeks. This winning strategy allows businesses to go from

concept to delivery lightning-quick and immediately generate

revenue with minimum training for the sales reps. 

You can expect a functional eCommerce channel with an

unlimited catalog capability, a shopping cart, multiple

payment capabilities including credit card, PO, and "on

account", wish list, requisition list, multiple shipment methods,

split shipment, buy-on-behalf, and more. The more OOTB

(Out-Of-The-Box) capabilities your business adopts, the less

customization is necessary to make the website functional.

Your CFO will appreciate the high ROI. 

2. Best User Experience 

         B2B buyers will be delighted with simple site navigation

and a dynamic electronic catalog capable of hosting

hundreds of thousands of products. Best of all, the website

will be personalized with each buyer's recommendations

tailored to their shopping history.
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Why
Mobiecom?
         Mobiecom is designed to be the answer to slow website

times. Nobody likes a slow site. Mobiecom is a lightweight

Single Page Application (SPA) that loads data on demand

and caches it on your device so it's always at your fingertips.

Older generation websites lag due to the transfer of hundreds

of pages back and forth from server to client when the user

clicks on a product or a link to navigate the site. In contrast,

Mobiecom transfers minute data that is immediately cached

upon arrival and stays resident, resulting in quicker

processing time.

3. Fast Loading Time 

An impressive two-second loading speed per page

guarantees longer customer engagement time on the website

and drives higher conversion rates. This level of performance

is achieved consistently across all devices and on both static

and dynamic pages.

4. Mobile-First Design

         Your eCommerce channel will be designed with mobile

interfaces in mind, and every page will be visually pleasing on

every platform. Your website runs as a single application that

operates seamlessly on any device. 

5. Integrated Search Engine

         A search engine is a very important part of any website,

especially when it can self-index and self-tune when you add

products. Other critical capabilities include site filters so

buyers can easily browse, search, and look for product

comparisons, and the ability to use plain English in a Natural

Language Search (NLS) instead of having to memorize part

numbers or specific keywords. 

6. SEO Optimized 

         SEO optimization is made easy with tools to update the

site with keywords and fresh content to stay ranked high.

There is also a Page Composer tool that allows marketers

and content providers to set up pages to drive engagement to

specific promotions or product launches.
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Mobiecom
Delivery Model

WEEK

1

The goal of the gap analysis is to define the current state of

your business. This allows us to determine how to then

bridge the gap to the future with a pre-built B2B store

powered by Mobiecom. We review your catalog structure

and desired business rules, and map them to the features

and functions that are available.

GAP Analysis

WEEK

2

Week 2 runs on two parallel tracks. Our UI team prepares

themes, fonts, and styles to establish the look and feel of the

site. Meanwhile, the integration team prepares a detailed

plan of your back-end systems. The integration will cover the

payment, shipping, tax, and data flow to your ERP. By the

end of Week 2, we should have a definite launch plan

established.

UI Review

and

Site Planning

WEEK

3-4

By closely following our OOTB model, we can then import

your business’s catalog and configure your search engine to

properly crawl it. The UI team will then style the site, while

the back-end team works on the integrations with a payment

processor, fulfillment centers, and ERP.

Onboarding

WEEK

5-6

Our rigorous testing process may take a little longer than the

two weeks allocated, so this last stretch depends on how

aggressive your company wants to be. 

We conduct functional tests, system integration tests, user

acceptance tests, mobile devices testing, and speed testing

to make sure you are good to go.

Test &

Launch

         Mobiecom’s team endeavors to launch any business in six weeks, in

close collaboration with marketing, sales, and IT teams. Every business is

different, but when you truly look beyond the nuances, the fundamentals of

eCommerce are always the same. Buyers need to be able to find

products, order them, and check out.



Success

Stories
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             Our solution strategies are based on real-life success stories. Here are some testimonials from companies who have

trusted Mobiecom to help them transition into the digital space.

             Remote support and selling became a priority when

the Covid-19 pandemic struck. Like many operations, 3M

Oral Care—a division of 3M Healthcare—needed a quick

and easy solution to bring their 10-year-old website up to

date.

Using Mobiecom’s platform, 3M was able to revamp and

enhance their visual brand identity, as well as streamline

their internal search functionality to return results from

shopping and corporate market catalogs. This led to some

impressive results: 30% speed improvement on their home

page, product listing, and product detail pages, on top of a

20% improvement overall on the site. The direct positive

impacts also enabled them to move forward with a

worldwide launch of shoportho.3m.com.

         Founded in 1946, The Bishop Company is a leading

distributor of top-quality tools and equipment for professional

arborists and landscapers. They launched their original

eCommerce site in 2001. But when faced with an ever more

competitive environment, The Bishop Company

implemented Mobiecom to build a more mobile-responsive

site.

The dramatic increase in sales and shift in buying patterns

were immediately noticeable! With 173% ROI, a 1206%

increase in mobile users, and an outstanding conversion

rate of 3.86%, The Bishop Company could not be more

delighted. “Our buyers’ shopping patterns have changed,”

says Keith McCormick, president of The Bishop Company.

“Our buyers are typically arborists, landscape designers,

and gardeners, so they are constantly out in the field. Before

our site was mobile-optimized, many had to wait until the

evening to shop. Now, we’re seeing purchases made during

the daytime, right from their mobile devices!”
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            Zobrist Software Group, Inc. is an award-winning

eCommerce solution provider for B2B and B2C companies.

We help companies grow their business by delivering a

proven and effective digital channel to transact with

consumers and other companies seamlessly. The benefit we

bring to customers is the ability to provide an end-to-end

solution including mobile-first design, user experience,

secure payments, ERP, and fulfillment centers integration.

We deliver high-quality applications on time and on budget.

            Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise

open source software solutions, using a community powered

approach to deliver reliable and high performing Linux,

hybrid cloud, container, and Kubernetes technologies. Red

Hat helps customers develop cloud-native applications,

integrate existing and new IT applications, and automate

and manage complex environments. A trusted adviser to the

Fortune 500, Red Hat provides award winning support,

training, and consulting services that bring the benefits of

open innovation to any industry. Red Hat is a connective hub

in a global network of enterprises, partners, and

communities, helping organizations grow, transform, and

prepare for the digital future.

Red Hat OpenShift is the leading enterprise Kubernetes

platform; a security-focused, consistent foundation to deliver

applications anywhere, in the cloud or in the datacenter.

With Red Hat OpenShift, innovators can focus on what

matters, stay competitive, and outpace continually rising

customer expectations. OpenShift benefits applications with

container-based portability and scalability.

Zobrist Software Group, Inc.  

22011 Ventura Blvd. Woodland Hills, CA 91364 

contactus@zobristinc.com  

(818) 702-0022  

ABOUT OUR PARTNERSABOUT US


